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CHAPTER  8     LISTENING  TO  VOICES 

““TThhee  ccuussttoommeerr  iiss  aallwwaayyss  rriigghhtt,,  mmeeaanniinngg,,  bbeetttteerr  iinnffoorrmmeedd  ooff  tthhee  
ssppeecciiaall  nneeeeddss  ooff  hhiiss  oorrggaanniizzaattiioonn  tthhaann  wwee,,  tthhee  pprroodduucctt  ssuupppplliieerr..  OOuurr  
pprriimmaarryy  oobbjjeeccttiivvee  iiss  ttoo  ssaattiissffyy  tthhee  ccuussttoommeerr;;  eerrggoo,,  wwee  mmuusstt  lliisstteenn  
ttoo  hhiiss  nneeeeddss  vveerryy  aatttteennttiivveellyy..  OOnnllyy  tthheenn  ccaann  wwee  aacctt””..        
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81 T his section is another throw-back to the 1994 essay. 
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82  The “New Products and Processes Planning Committee”. If we’d included Packaging (as we probably should have)              
I  guess it would have been the N4PC. 
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CHAPTER  9     HOW  TO  SUCCEED  WITHOUT  REALLY  TRYING 
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83   T hough not from a suggested architecture or detailed performance requirements: neither of these were provided. Practi-
cally – and almost literally – all we had was a ‘back-of-the-envelope’ block diagram. 
84   XFCB, for ‘Extra Fast Complementary Bipolar’, a DI process bringing long-anticipated benefits to low-voltage, low-
power circuitry. See later comments on the genesis of this ground-breaking IC  process. 
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85  Consider, for example, an op-amp having a unity-gain-bandwidth product of 100M Hz, operating at a signal frequency of 
10M Hz. In this case, its nominal open-loop voltage gain is a paltry 10!  Op amps are just integrators. 
86   M ore recent examples of technology push are ultrasonic clothes washing machines and ‘flash cooking’ using intense light 
rather than microwaves, an adaptation of equipment used in the IC  industry. 
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87   W ell, that was true at the original time of writing this essay. 
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CHAPTER  10     HISTORY  THROUGH  DARK  GLASSES 

采 
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88  T he brainchild of another youthful inventor, J oseph A . Hansom, (1830-82) originally a B ritish architect by profession. 
T hese one-horse two-seaters were widely used in London and New York in the 1830’s. 
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采

Trip Report, 18th November, 1878 

Did a VOC in Menlo Park.  Interviewed exactly 111 people re: lighting improvements. 
Good info from seventeen… well, three actually.  Action items: (1) Write a Product Start 
Document on “Improved Gas Mantles and Oil-Lamp Wicks” (do this before Monday’s 
Executive Council meeting).  (2) Convene a KJ to consider “Weaknesses in Present-Day 
methods for Manufacturing Gas Mantles”.  Ted Brown to facilitate.   Monica: Check we 
have enough Post-Its and marker pens of the proper colour at hand. The development 
code-named “Eclectic Light” will be deleted from the 1879 Benchmark Plan.            TAE 
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Time passes, as it is wont to do. For many years, the residents 
of Newark continued to absorb their Goethe, their Dickinson, and 
their Thoreau under the warm, reassuring light of the cozy-home-
smelling oil lamp. 

Time passes. Newer technologies - which share with the arts in 
defining our human life - creep stealthily forward, advancing in 
ten-thousand tiny steps, each no longer than an inch-worm’s,  
toward that Brighter Day that commerce is prone to promise you 
and me. Each novel techno-toy offers instant delight. Of course, 
they are all powerless to present the gift of lasting joy89.  

Time passes. In Romania in 1906, homo neuronus is finally taking 
to the air under machine power, as Traia Vaiu makes the very 
first powered flight - an astonishing twelve metres in distance, 
at an intimidating height of one metre, scaring all the children 
playing in the park. Later down history’s trail, Americans will 
hear only of the success of two kids with a bike-repair shop.    

Time passes; and as it does, fashions change, too. People are now 
more inclined to lay back  a bit, hosting cocktail parties at their homes 
each afternoon at about four-ish, inventing names for scores of highly tox-
ic drinks, all of which exploit the willing chemistry of the mischief-making 
molecule C2H5OH. Stovepipe hats are now right out of style, since they 
tended to get blown away at the frightfully high speeds at which people 
now travel in the new AutoMobile – actually the invention of a German 
called…  No, we won’t go there. But all this time, progress in lux humanis 
has been stalled. Nothing any nicer than the improved oil-lamp (using Edi-
son’s EverReady wicks) and the new, easy-to-operate GasLite (using 
“his” tungsten mantles, of course) has yet come along.  
                                                 
89 Okay.. I  confess: having the means to play M ahler in my car, my bedroom, or even inside my electronically-silenced head, 
or watch an opera on a big screen in high-def, ranks high on my score-list of useful advances; along with digital photography.  
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CHAPTER 11  WHAT HAS CHANGED SINCE EDISON? 

                                                 
90   The KJ method for gathering and analyzing data, named after Jiro Kawakita, and first published in 1964 as “Partyship” 
(in J apanese, Pati gaku) is based on the belief that one can reduce complex engineering and strategic matters to a few simple 
statements through a particular kind of by group interaction. See A  New American TQ M : F our P ractical Revolutions in 
M anagement, by  Shoji Shiba et al., Productivity Press, Cambridge, M A , 1993. 
91   U sually, anyway; but in defending his empire of DC generators and distribution systems, Edison even used mendacious  
disinformation and public animal electrocutions to impede Tesla’s promotion of A C as a better choice than his own. 
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92    I  suppose that must be changed to multi-billion, in this 2011 revision. 
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93  T esla introduced him to the wonders of alternating current. Edison treated him very badly, even cheating him out of 
$50,000 after successfully-completing a project which Edison challenged Tesla to undertake, and didn’t think he’d achieve. 
Edison later launched smear campaigns when it looked like Tesla’s visionary ideas about A C power systems threatened his 
empire based on DC practices. 
94   Quoted from Tesla, M an O ut of T ime, by M argaret Cheney, Barnes &  Noble, 1993, p32. 
95   A nd for the first time, we are seeing the emergence of lamps in the marketplace that are meant to replace the hot wire. 
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96 A rguably, an abundance of means may actually impede the creative development of the young engineer. One of the most 
important assets a young mind can gain is the experience that comes from a paucity of resources. Having a few transistors, 
resistors, a battery and a soldering iron is probably more stimulating to the curious mind than owning a powerful PC. 
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97   October 19th, 1994, after reading the first draft of this essay. 
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98

   You may have read of Micron’s Microstamp in the trade press. It was an 80,000-transistor microcomputer in 0.6µm CMOS which included a 2.44GHz transceiver, designed 
without a corporate proposal by Bob Rotzoll. Only three pins were used (to make it easy to flip-bond) and the data I/O was via its loop antenna. Since then, the RF-ID tag business 
has made great strides. 
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CHAPTER  12    LEADERSHIP  AND INNOVENTION 

                                                 
99  The L eadership C hallenge:  H ow to G et E xtraordinary Things D one in O rganizations , by J ames M . K ouzes and Barry Z. 
Posner, J ossey-Bass Publishers, Inc. San Francisco, 1987. 
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100  E xtraterrestrial Relays, in W ireless W orld, October 1945. Incidentally, this was the same journal that I  started to buy at 
news-stands for two shillings an issue, in 1947. I t was far more professional than the only other two magazines of the time, 
P ractical Wireless and Radio E xperimenter . Unlike them, it was not a “How To” vehicle, but a forward-looking presentation of 
major events in the world of radio and television technology. (I t did, however, present propagation forecasts for radio hams). 
One column used to especially intrigue me: ostensibly authored by one person under the pseudonym “Cathode Ray” (but I 
suspect now this was many contributors in rotation) it took a simple topic – the sort of thing that seemed too simple to be worthy 
of any further discussion – and turned it, and the reader, on its head for long enough to provide a totally new perspective. T his is 
a didactic modus operandi  that nowadays I  particularly favor myself. 
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CHAPTER  13    DETERMINATION AND TENACITY 

                                                 
101   A n article entitled “The Shock of the Not Quite New” in The Economist of June 18th, 1994 noted that “lawyers at Bell 
L abs were initially unwilling to even apply for a patent of their invention, believing it had no possible relevance to the 
telephone industry”. This brief article is well worth reading. It includes several other illustrated examples of innovations 
which went unrecognized until much later, including the steam engine, the telephone, radio, and the computer. 
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102  As well as at home; but that’s our affair. For the ardent innovator, the workplace is everyplace.  
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103   Few not immediately engaged in technology development think much about the myriad sub-tasks that must be undertaken 
in reaching some new high point in one’s overall complex of capabilities. For example, we might have to design complete 
pieces of test equipment, because nothing is available on the market to perform some function. A bout 25% of my time used to 
be spent in this mode in earlier days. Other frustrating time-sinks creep unavoidably into one’s schedule. When accounting for 
time spent on each project, how is one to categorize the dozen or so avenues which must be explored before the right one is 
finally found? A s stated elsewhere, the idea that technology development proceeds in a sequence of linear, progressive steps 
is almost always an illusion. A  successful corporate structure must fully acknowledge that. 
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104   Dan Sheingold reminded me of this, in reviewing an early draft of this essay, and suggested L W T  as an example of what 
might be called collaborative innovation. 
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105   Ibid. 
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106   I t is rather a pity that the expression “Yeah, he’s inclined to run open-loop!” has taken on a pejorative connotation. 
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CHAPTER  14     TQM, DFM, TCM AND OTHER TLAs 

                                                 
107  J oel A rthur Barker, “Paradigms: The Business of Discovering the Future”, 1994. I  highly recommend this book, which it 
appears was previously published in 1992 under the title “Future Edge”. I guess by that time anything with the word ‘Future’ 
in its title was becoming passé—so perhaps it enjoyed only lackluster sales;  by contrast, ‘Paradigms’ is a very marketable 
word today (1994). 
108  And, it might be added, we’ve been expected to carry out something illustriously called three-sigma design with very 
l imited statistical data about our technologies. T his shows some signs of getting better. 
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109   Ibid. 
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   Ibid. 
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111    Since writing the original essay, we now have this capability. 
112   H is latest work, called Beyond Re-engineering, is published by Harper Business Books, 1996. 


